8 When checking the watermark
make sure not to allow too much
outside light into the viewing
tower.
9 Very important is the light
intensity. Sometimes you can
get a better result with a weaker
light.
10 The sliding tray (projection
glass and metal plate) is to be
kept free from dust and dirt at
all times. Handle with care!
We recommend the Dustcover
(supplied as an option).

Pull out sliding tray to
insert stamp.

Lift up projection glass and insert
stamps between glass and metal
plate. When checking watermark,
place stamp face down in the
center of the sliding tray. For
checking other items you might
want to place the stamp face up
in the sliding tray.

Push sliding tray all
the way in.

Turn on light.
(If light does not work, check for
loose light bulb; follow Instructions
on last page or follow instructions
for AC Adapter).
Push position lever (handle) to
wards back of unit but ONLY until
the stamp area is fully lighted. The
watermark, if present, will now
appear. Note: Pushing the handle
further back will NOT give better
results - sometimes just the
opposite.
Adjust the light intensity with the
Contrast Adjuster.

When checking stamps with a
very weak watermark we recom
mend placing one of the
enclosed vinyl spacers (use the
clear VINYL ONLY, NOT the
PAPER on the back of the stamp
(between stamp and projection
glass) shiny side UP. The
watermark will then appear with
more contrast.
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The SIGNOSCOPE has been ad
justed at the factory for a stamp of
medium thickness. When examin
ing very thin or very thick stamps,
or when using the vinyl spacers,
it might be necessary to adjust the
position lever (handle) as follows:
Loosen screw at the bottom of
the unit with the wrench supplied.
Pull handle forward until disen
gaged. While holding handle, turn
disc in back of viewing tower to
the left or to the right, one or two
revo Iutions.

If unit is operated with batteries,
use 5 "AA" batteries. Open battery
compartment at the bottom of the
SIGNOSCOPE. Remove battery
case and insert batteries (note
polarity as shown).
Replace battery case and close
battery compartment.
Please note:When batteries are
used the SIGNOSCOPE will only
operate properly for as long as the
batteries are fully charged. Use
Alkaline batteries for long-life
operation. It is recommended to
turn off the unit immediately after
checking for watermarks.
For very thin stamps turn to the
right (clockwise). For very thick
stamps turn to the left (counter
clockwise). Push handle back in,
until engaged. Re-tighten screw.

Position Lever (handle)

;.
Disc

Screw

The light bulb will last approx. 1000
hours. (Replacement bulbs are
available from us). Should the bulb
need to be replaced, place the plastic
tube supplied with each SIGNOSCOPE
over the light bulb and remove the
light bulb by turning to the left.
Replace the new lig ht bulb the same
way by turning to the right.
Please note: It is possible that the
light bulb does not work because of
being loose due to transport vibration.
Just follow above steps for tightening
the light bUlb.

If AC Adapter is used (supplied as
an option), place small DC power
plug into the 7V outlet of the
SIGNOSCOPE (make sure plug is
properly engaged) and insert
adapter in any household outlet.
Please note:The SIGNOSCOPE
switches automatically from
batteryoperation to AC operation
as soon as the small DC power plug
is inserted into the unit. If you do
not usethe batteries for an extend
ed periodof time,we recommend
removing the batteries from the
SIGNOSCOPE.
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